Description.

The appeal for a new type of boat is not lost on the listener. The plan for selecting a captain and crew for this new propaganda machine is outlined. The plan is to create a vessel that will not only carry passengers but also serve as a symbol of the socialist movement. The boat will travel along the Mississippi River, symbolizing the journey towards a new, more equitable society. The journey will begin on March 1st and continue on throughout the summer. The boat will be named "The Flagship of the Socialist Propaganda Navy."
THE PLOT EXPOSED!

The Lime Light Turned on Corporation Methods in Colorado—The Reign of Terror Inaugurated by the Railroads—Documentary Evidence that it was at Dictation of Capitalistic Interests that Martial Law was Declared.

Telegram Sent to Railroad President by His Agent.

To Paul Morton, Third Vice President Santa Fe Railway: Denver, March 21st—Conditions at Starkville, Colo., account of our owning no houses, are such I do not believe it would have been possible for anyone to start up the mines before this unless martial law were declared over the entire district. This has not seemed the thing to do up to this time, although, confidentially, we now have the matter under consideration.

(Signed.)

F. J. Welborn.

FALLOUT WITH HIS CHIEF AND HANDSEOF THE Destructive patrons of the local and general policies of the our mine. It has been too much the desire of some to dispose of the mine. This is not to be tolerated any longer....

DENVER, Colo., March 22, 1880—A large number of men, women, and children are all suffering under the régime of the railroads in Colorado. The families have been driven from their homes, and the railroads are operating in a summary and unjust manner.

The above telegram was sent by Paul Morton, third vice president of the Santa Fe Railway, to his agent in Denver, Colorado, on March 21, 1880. It indicates that conditions at Starkville, Colorado, were so severe that martial law was considered必要的 in order to prevent further violence. The telegram suggests that the railroads were the instigators of this violence and that they were trying to dispose of the mine.

The message highlights the power and influence that the railroads had over the region, and how they were able to dictate the terms of the local communities. It also indicates the difficulties that the people of the region were facing, and the lack of support or protection from the government.

This document provides a glimpse into the historical context of the period, which was marked by the expansion of railroads and the resulting conflicts with local residents. It serves as a reminder of the struggle that many communities faced in the late 19th century as they sought to preserve their rights and interests in the face of corporate power.
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Party Notes

A DEMOCRATIC OPIUM.

The Denver Daily News, a democratic newspaper, is now publishing a series of articles showing how the Democratic machine is rich in everything but its programs. The articles are written by a member of the Democratic central committee, and they are designed to show that the Democratic machine is able to put up a strong fight against the Republican party in the coming election.

CAPITALISM—THEORY & PRACTICE.

The capitalist system of production and distribution is the basis of modern society. It is the system that governs the economy of the United States and the rest of the world. Capitalism is a system in which private individuals are the owners of the means of production, and they determine how the goods are produced and distributed.
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